
Who is Cobra from Prepare for
Change, the Event & Resistance

movement?
Find out real identity and name of Cobra, the person behind Prepare For

Change, The Event, Portal 2012, spokesperson of the Resistance
Movement, and author of Aurora 2012 - big brain producing big BS.
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We are evil!
By disclosing this information we put life of Cobra and

whole Resistance Movement in danger.
Because 

!!

 Illuminati BreakAway Complex, Cabal,
Reptillians, Draco fleet, and any other cosmic plague

would NEVER be able to find this publicly available info
themselves!

True Identity of Cobra

The most commonly name used by Cobra for his activities is

Ishtar Antares / Ištar Antares

Following info will reveal why Cobra and Ishtar Antares are one
and the same person. Portal2012 and Resistance Movement
followers believe Istar Antares is Cobra's real name, as an
extraterrestrial being from The Pleiades (Wikipedia), and they are
right, as for the first part. As for the E.T., it is all B.S., and we will
get to it later.

Sources / Evidence:

Website Connection
Istar Antares as the real name of Cobra was revealed as
then freely accessible whois record of his portal2012.org
website (pdf copy). This information is no longer directly
available because of privacy protection but the copy of the
whois record with more information about Cobra, including his

!

https://cobra-resistance.github.io/%23
https://g.co/kgs/Q1Kwgy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pleiades
https://whois.domaintools.com/portal2012.org
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/portal2012org-whois-record.pdf


photo is mentioned on Renegade of Light blog (pdf copy).
Authenticity of historical whois record can be verified by
comparing 'Created on' date with recent info, both saying 14-
Aug-2012 .

Domain ID: D166340912-LROR
Domain Name: PORTAL2012.ORG
Created On: 14-Aug-2012 12:10:14 UTC
Registrant ID: 4a5be7a2ff236685
Registrant Name: Istar Antares
Registrant Street1: Svetosavska 28
Registrant City: Ljubljana
Registrant State/Province: Slovenia
Registrant Postal Code: 1000
Registrant Country: SI
Registrant Phone: +386.40236600
Registrant Email: antarion@volja.net

The rock-solid proof that connects Istar Antares and Cobra as
one and the same person is still available record about
Portal2012.org website at website.informer.com (screenshot,
pdf copy). It mentions it all together: name of Istar Antares,
his residential address, domain Portal2012.org, and keywords:
cobra blog, portal 2012, portal2012, 2012 portal, the
portal cobra.

E-mail Connection
antarion@volja.net email address of Ishtar Antares can be
found linked to many of his activities including
aurora2012.net, boginja.net, etc (

"

 google search for
"antarion@volja.net").
This email address and other things can be confirmed by his
own words from webpage goddesstemple.com (archived copy,
pdf copy) where he describes himself as Galactic Tantra
teacher and priest of sacred sexuality.
cobraresistance@gmail.com is used on Cobra's
2012portal.blogspot.com blog as well as on Ishtar's business
websites tachyonis.org and www.cintamani.space (

"

 google
search for "cobraresistance@gmail.com").

https://renegade2light.wordpress.com/2012/10/02/cobra-exposed/
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/cobra-exposed-renegade-of-light.pdf
https://website.informer.com/Istar++Antares.html
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/istar-antares-portal2012-websiteinformer-record.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/istar-antares-portal2012-websiteinformer-record.pdf
mailto:antarion@volja.net
http://www.aurora2012.net/Contact.html
http://www.boginja.net/Kontakt.html
https://www.google.com/search?rls=en&q=%22antarion@volja.net%22&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
https://web.archive.org/web/20050420080121/http://www.goddesstemple.com/gods/ishtar/
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/ishtar-antares-galactic-tantra-priest-of-sacred-sexuality.pdf
mailto:cobraresistance@gmail.com
http://2012portal.blogspot.com/
https://tachyonis.org/Contact.html
https://www.cintamani.space/Contact.html
https://www.google.com/search?rls=en&q=%22cobraresistance@gmail.com%22&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8


Content Connection
All forementioned websites share the same basic structure:
layout, menus, organization of information.
LinkedIn profile of Ishtar Antares mentions his primary
business located in Ljubljana, Slovenia: New Energy Tachyon
(screenshot) with its main website wellness-tachyon.com -
which does not work any more, but you can view its archived
copy. Despite some modifications, tachyonis.org website with
Cobra's email has the same content.

AndromedaCouncil says I'm the best Draco image.
Honestly? I'm just a movie star 

⭐

.

Real Name of Cobra

Official human identity of Cobra / Ishtar Antares and his true
name is

‼

 Ištar Antares  

‼

This may seem surprising and weird at first, but has quite simple
explanation. We'll get to in in a second.

Searching for true name of Ishtar Antares was not that easy as it
led to some dead ends:

The result of the first seemingly successful attempt to find

!

https://www.andromedacouncil.com/Global-Reptilian-Undersea-Bases.html
https://youtu.be/IEuZCv7GlPw?t=592
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ishtar-antares-aa396413/?originalSubdomain=si
https://www.linkedin.com/company/new-energy-tachyon/about/
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/linkedin-new-energy-tachyon.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20110207200835/http://wellness-tachyon.com/
https://tachyonis.org/


Cobra's real name was 'Branko Henigman'. Google Images found
(cached) photo of Ishtar Antares on another LinkedIn profile
linked to New Energy Tachyon, belonging to 'Branko Henigman'.
The problem is that there are several other LinkedIn profiles
linked to New Energy Tachyon, that had the same profile photo
of Ishtar Antares sometimes in the past. Those profile are
named Branko Henigman, Darko Rihtman, Anka Ule (woman),
Rima Quraish (woman). The speculation here is, that Cobra
used his followers as NET employees to gain his business some
credibility.
FormerWhiteHat blog suggested in a comment below his article
that Cobra and Ishtar Antares are actually two persons working
together as business partners, Cobra as a writer, and Ishtar
doing all public speaking. This is pure speculation, not explicitly
impossible, but very unlikely true.
The same article from FormerWhiteHat blog also claimed that
Cobra's true identity is Boštjan Košir, rumoured new age scam
artist from Brebovnica, Slovenia. There's actually no connection
to be found between Boštjan Košir and Cobra's activities.
FormerWhiteHat probably owns Boštjan Košir an apology.

Sources / Evidence (?):

One comment on forementioned article from FormerWhiteHat
blog (pdf copy) has shed some light on revealing Cobra's real
name.
A person named 'Girl' claims, among other (rather interesting)
things, that Cobra - whatever his real name was - has officially
changed his name to Ištar Antares :

“Hi!
I know this guy and u are mostly right. Since i was
unfortunate to had him in my life for more than 8 years, I
can tell you many things about Ishtar A. But he is not
Boštjan Košir you found On FB. He officially changed his
name and this is his FB:
https://www.facebook.com/ishtar.antares. This is the guy
with the book. The guy you found is probably another idiot
that is trying to get money from people. there is 21 Boštjan
košir in Slovenia. Both names are very common. But don’t

https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/google-search-new-energy-tachyon-branko-henigman.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/google-search-new-energy-tachyon-darko-rihtman.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/google-search-new-energy-tachyon-anka-ule.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/google-search-new-energy-tachyon-rima-quraish.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20141202063932/https://formerwhitehat.wordpress.com/2012/07/09/cobra-new-age-scammer-from-slovenia-or-bostjan-kosir-wants-your-ascended-money/
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/former-white-hat-on-cobra-identity.pdf


get me wrong, Ishtar is deeple convinced in his truth and is
taking advantige mostly of women for sex. If I could choose
another life, where I could never ever met him, I would, no
hasitation. He is dangerous and misslided by his mind and
belifs he protects by any means. And yes, he would take
money for his needs. He would’t care for others.”

This claim has some good credibility mentioning Ishtar's
sexuality as he is known as priest of sacred sexuality, giving
Galactic Tantra "healing" sessions.
Besides, Cobra uses name Ishtar  in English, but Ištar  in
Slovenian (or Istar where only English alphabet letters are
allowed). The reason is that Ištar in Slovenian is pronounced the
same way as Ishtar is in English. Ishtar pronounced in Slovenian
would sound like e-Star. So he uses Ištar in Slovenia not to
confuse native speakers and - possibly/importantly - offices and
legal authorities.
One thing worh mentioning here is that name Ištar Antares
appears virtually everywhere. But one quite important place is
Telephone Directory of Slovenia (screenshot, pdf copy) where
Ištar Antares is listed as physical person. As stated on the page
'Authors / Avtorji', the directory retrieves information from
telecommunication companies/operators, and from respective
legal authorities, and initially, information about all users that do
not explicitly object their inclusion, is retrieved automatically. It
is, however, possible to request the change of the listing, but the
changes are moderated and it is hard to expect that a physical
person can change his/her name to any random nonsense.

The hints above are not rock-solid proofs, but suggest that
whatever the birthname of Cobra was, Ištar Antares really can be
his legal name now.

Photos of Cobra

Photos of Cobra / Ishtar Antares are very rare. He explicitly asks
for not being photographed on his workshops and seminars. All

https://www.itis.si/oseba/antares-istar?6669542
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/phone-number-database-slovenia-istar-antares.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/phone-number-database-slovenia-istar-antares.pdf


attendants are required to sign a non-disclosure agreement (NDA).

Photos below are still available online and are pretty much all that
you can find. Honestly, do you need/want some more?



The most reliable source
of Cobra's visual
appearance is this photo
of Ishtar Antares found
on his Aurora2012.net's
[About us] page (pdf
copy).

This photo can be found
in his book Aurora 2012
- A Manual For
Preparedness (local
pdf).

There's a LinkedIn
profile of Ishtar Antares
(screenshot, pdf copy)
showing this photo. You can find this one

photo of Cobra on his
Facebook profile
(screenshot, pdf copy).

It is obvious to see that the first three photos were taken at the
same moment. The first one contains Exif data which tells that the

https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/ishtar-antares-aurora-2012.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/ishtar-antares-aurora-2012.jpg
http://aurora2012.net/Us.html
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/ishtar-antares-aurora-2012.pdf
https://www.aurora2012.net/Book.html
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/aurora-2012-manual-for-preparedness.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ishtar-antares-aa396413/?originalSubdomain=si
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/linkedin-ishtar-antares.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/linkedin-ishtar-antares.pdf
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/ishtar-antares-facebook-privacy.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/ishtar-antares-facebook-privacy.jpg
https://www.facebook.com/ishtar.antares
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/ishtar-antares-facebook-screenshot.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/ishtar-antares-facebook-privacy.pdf


photo was taken on 14-Jan-2007 21:08:45 with PENTACON DPix
750Z camera.

Voice of Cobra (audio)

One audible proof that Cobra is a real person is Carol Guy's
podcast on Earth Angels Radio featuring Ishtar Antares
(screenshot, pdf copy). Here's the link to original podcast audio
(local copy).

Cobra's Birthday

Should you wish Cobra a happy birthday, send him a card or some
cake, or take a picture of him blowing out all the candles, then the
date to remember is

September 16th, 1971

But don't forget that no-photos rule and NDA crap.

Sources / Evidence:

Cobra's year and place of birth (1971 in Ljubljana) is mentioned
on his Aurora2012.net website as well as in his book Aurora
2012 - A Manual For Preparedness (local pdf)
Actual birthday can be guessed from this post on his Facebook
page (screenshot, pdf copy). Ishtar Antares gave thanks for
the birthday wishes to his Family of Light on 16-Sep-2011 as
well as on 16-Sep-2010. We didn't bother to dig through his
history any further.

!

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/carolguy/episodes/2009-07-31T19_55_12-07_00
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/carol-guy-podcast-with-ishtar-antares-on-earth-angels-radio.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/carol-guy-podcast-with-ishtar-antares-on-earth-angels-radio.pdf
https://carolguy.podomatic.com/enclosure/2009-07-31T19_55_12-07_00.mp3
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/carol-guy-podcast-with-ishtar-antares-on-earth-angels-radio.mp3
https://www.aurora2012.net/Us.html
https://www.aurora2012.net/Book.html
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/aurora-2012-manual-for-preparedness.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/ishtar.antares/posts/10150299938577900
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/cobra-ishtar-antares-birthday-facebook.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/cobra-ishtar-antares-birthday-facebook.pdf


Photo of two evil grey extraterrestrials being interrupted while
having a good time (probably). Leaked from CIA (guaranteed)...
... unless digital renders from Genesis 8 / Daz 3D app using
Supreme Intelligence HD Alien Character model can transform into
real living creatures.

Cobra's Residential Address

Residential address of Ishtar Antares is no mystery, you can pay
him a visit, Illuminati BreakAway Complex, Reptillians, and Draco
surely would do.

Sources / Evidence:

One source of Cobra's address and phone number is whois
record of his website.
Ištar Antares as a physical person is listed on Telephone
Directory of Slovenia (screenshot, pdf copy).
The same phone number and address can be found in the
description of Ishtar's New Energy Tachyon business as listed in
Attracta Business Directory (screenshot, pdf copy).
Ishtar Antares himself confirms his country of residence, phone
number, and email address:
“I live and work in Slovenia . I lead Galactic Tantra seminars
and am a Cosmic astrology consultant… I also wrote a book
called ”Ascension Star”…. I like to do workshops worldwide and I
can travel anywhere if there are people interested to hear what I
have to say. I am enclosing my program of activities. My contact
phone number is cellular: 386 40 236 600  and my email is

!

http://posercontent.com/supreme-intelligence-hd-for-genesis-8-male
https://www.itis.si/oseba/antares-istar?6669542
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/phone-number-database-slovenia-istar-antares.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/phone-number-database-slovenia-istar-antares.pdf
https://www.attracta.com/badge/verify/533131.html
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/new-energ-tachyon-attracta-business-directory.jpg
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/new-energ-tachyon-attracta-business-directory.pdf


antarion@volja.net . The source of my information is Ashtar
and Krotron of the Ashtar Command, the Pleiadians and a
physical source that once belonged to the Resistance Movement.
I belong to the Antara Star Family that originates from the
Pleiades.”

Despite the address below is legit, you should take it with a grain
of salt. All informations about Ištar Antares are quite dated and
may not be accurate/valid any more.

Svetosavska ulica 28
1000 Ljubljana
Slovenia

Cobra's Phone Number

Phone number of Ishtar Antares was revealed above, alongside
with his residential address.
Should you want to call him or text him, you can try, but again, we
emphasize that this number may be not valid any more.

++386 40 236 600

However, Cobra mentioned another phone number in his
introductory article on goddesstemple.com website (see Email

Map data ©2020 GoogleReport a map error

Svetosavska ulica 28
Svetosavska ulica 28, 1000 Ljubljana,
Slovenia  

Directions

View larger map

https://goo.gl/maps/J8rDGT2CTfY9kPtW8
https://www.google.com/maps/@46.066148,14.5161459,17z/data=!10m1!1e1!12b1?source=apiv3&rapsrc=apiv3
https://maps.google.com/maps?ll=46.066148,14.516146&z=17&t=m&hl=en&gl=SK&mapclient=embed&daddr=Svetosavska%20ulica%2028%201000%20Ljubljana%20Slovenia@46.066148,14.5161459
https://maps.google.com/maps?ll=46.066148,14.516146&z=17&t=m&hl=en&gl=SK&mapclient=embed&q=Svetosavska%20ulica%2028%201000%20Ljubljana%20Slovenia


Connection for the link).

++386 41 210 287

Cobra Online & Social Presence

Every Pleiadian born on Earth, who is the only spokesperson of the
Resistance Movement, who fights against Illuminati
BreakAway Complex, Reptillians, and Draco fleet, who risks
his life every day by sharing BS vital information for survival of the
surface population (aka humans), should build his online and social
presence, even poorly.

E-mails
antarion@volja.net
cobraresistance@gmail.com

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/ishtar.antares

LinkedIn
Personal:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ishtar-antares-aa396413/?
originalSubdomain=si
New Enery Tachyon:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/new-energy-
tachyon/about/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/antarion

Blog
The official communication outlet for the Resistance
Movement (aka BS):
http://2012portal.blogspot.com

Websites

mailto:antarion@volja.net?subject=Hello%20Ishtar!&body=See%20you%20soon,%20Illuminati%20BreakAway%20Complex
mailto:cobraresistance@gmail.com?subject=Hello%20Cobra!&body=See%20you%20soon,%20Illuminati%20BreakAway%20Complex
https://www.facebook.com/ishtar.antares
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ishtar-antares-aa396413/?originalSubdomain=si
https://www.linkedin.com/company/new-energy-tachyon/about/
https://twitter.com/antarion
http://2012portal.blogspot.com/


Resistance Movement BS:
http://portal2012.org
More Resistance Movement BS:
https://prepareforchange.net (created at the request of the
Resistance Movement)
Workshops, news, the book, and BS:
https://www.aurora2012.net
The same BS as above but in Slovenian:
http://boginja.net
Pleiadian technologies (BS) and tachyon products (more BS)
for sale:
https://tachyonis.org (fomer tachyon-wellness.com)
Sacred stones (serious BS) from Sirius for sale:
https://www.cintamani.space

Cobra in a Nutshell

Simply said, Cobra / Ishtar Antares is a nut case. Or, using the
language of cosmology - lunatic. And sex offender on galactic level.

His CV should include following areas of expertise:

Blogger, author of articles
on his 2012portal.blogspot.com as the only connection between
the Resistance Movement / Lightworkers / Lightwarriors and
surface population (us, humans).
Spokesperson of Resistance Movement
and he is the only one. Irreplaceable. Without a backup. It gives
perfect sense that in times of brutal galactic wars whole
Resistance Movement / Light Forces depend on one single
person - Ishtar Antares.
Priest of Sacred Sexuality
easy way to get the girls for sex and get paid for it; just look
how Ishtar is mentioned in this regard on sensualwisdom.com's
document (local copy).
Developer/teacher of Galactic Tantra, Tantric healer
yet another way how to get both sex and money at the same
time.

http://portal2012.org/
https://prepareforchange.net/
https://www.aurora2012.net/
http://boginja.net/
https://tachyonis.org/
https://www.cintamani.space/
http://www.freewebs.com/sensualwisdom/Articles/Number%2011%20-%2009.04.doc
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/ishtar-antares-priest-of-sacred-sexuality.doc


Cosmic astrology consultant
successfully predicting zero events so far.
Leader of spiritual growth seminars
good business plan, even if you confuse nonsense with spiritual
growth.
Esotheric quantum physics technology developer,
Inventor of Tachyon chamber
thanks to which we now have range of tachyon products,
including cosmetics, EMR protective devices,... most of them for
just €36 plus €10 world-wide shipping.
Successful book writer
just check his success on Amazon.
Ancient antiques dealer
having some listings on Antiques.com (pdf copy).
Agent for the reptilians, a con artist in Slovenia, and fake
as accused by The Idlywild Group (pdf copy), entity (under
direct command of Semjase of Erra) with similar area of
expertise, direct competitor on the market of cosmic BS.

Reviews

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (4.7) Ashtar Sheran

Not a single word about me? That's ridiculous. F**k
you!!! 

%⭐⭐⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (4.6) Anonymous

What is all this? How? WTF, I thought I deleted all my
photos, sh*t sh*t sh*t... Scr*w you, IBC!

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (5.0) Semjase of Erra

I knew that, damned... 

&

 People always abuse my
name and pretend that they know me. Am I some kind
of superstar or what?

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (5.0) Draco Reptillian

Many thanks for putting things about me right. 

'

https://www.amazon.com/s?rh=p_27:Ishtar+Antares
http://www.antiques.com/classified/Antiquities/Ancient-Egyptian/Antique-Egyptian-sandstone-statue-of-a-pharaoh
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/ishtar-antares-antiques.com-classifieds.pdf
https://theidylwildgroup.wordpress.com/2012/11/25/robert-potter-cobra-operative-deception/
https://cobra-resistance.github.io/media/cobra-reptillian-agent-the-idylwild-group.pdf


⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (5.0) Jesus C.

God bless, the information you share here saves the
day! I would literally die for you. 

❤⭐⭐⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (4.8) Two Evil Grey Extraterrestrials

FYI, we were NOT naked down below! PS: CIA s*cks big!

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (5.0) Illuminati BreakAway Complex

Good job, mate 

)

 Did you say you have nothing to do
with us, right? Just want to make sure...

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (4.6) Silvia Suvadova

I know who you are! I banned you on my FB and
removed all your comments! Happy now?!? And I
haven't slept with Cobra, that's a lie!

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (5.0) Ptaah

So you say Cobra is nothing but a scam? That's
hilarious! 

*⭐⭐⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (4.7) Anonymous (again)

You will pay for this! Resistance Movement is after you!

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (4.9) Pleia

I confess, I had a crush on Cobra. I wouldn't mind his
dirt minded personality, I'm not an angel myself, but
he's only a Terran.

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (4.8) Tom C. & John T.

Dude, you are completely lost. Haven't you heard of
Xenu? You should come to our office and check our
magical e-Meter. It's free but you have to pay us $1,000
for this comment.

⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (5.0) Darth Vader

Cobra's stories about Galactic Wars are utter nonsense. I
know something about it, trust me.



⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

 (5.0) Thanos

Illuminatis? Reptillians? Draco fleet? What a piece of
crap! I feel insulted. 

* * *

 I am inevitable! Check this
EVENT out! 

+

Comments

About This Page
This page is dedicated to
Ishtar Antares aka Cobra
and his BS.
All information shared on this
page is available elsewhere
publicly and for free.
Sharing, copying, and
improving is allowed.

About Us
We 

❤

 humans. Not for food.
We too are humans. Trying to disclose some
serious BS.
We are not supported or affiliated in any
way with Illuminati BreakAway Complex,
Reptillians, Draco fleet, or any other cosmic
plague.
So you should send us money 

,

.
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https://developers.facebook.com/products/social-plugins/comments/?utm_campaign=social_plugins&utm_medium=offsite_pages&utm_source=comments_plugin
https://www.facebook.com/plugins/feedback.php?app_id&channel=https://staticxx.facebook.com/x/connect/xd_arbiter/?version=46%23cb=f3d711890eb287c&domain=d-15746972631101639620.ampproject.net&origin=https%253A%252F%252Fd-15746972631101639620.ampproject.net%252Ff25b0bb30ecbdd4&relation=parent.parent&color_scheme=light&container_width=1105&height=100&href=https://cobra-resistance.github.io/&locale=en_US&numposts=15&order_by=reverse_time&sdk=joey&version=v2.5&width%23
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